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it is definitely not my favorite cookbook. however, i think that if you want to learn about food and its relationship
to the brain, you should definitely pick it up. it is, after all, the first book of the series. the first description of a
balut was in the 16th century by magellan who mentioned that an egg of duck meat was boiled in water and then
wrapped in a leaf. it was also reported that the chinese were the ones who first introduced the practice of making
the eggs into a treat by boiling them. this practice was commonly known as the chinese fermented duck egg
called yuanyang. in 1868, the japanese reported in their history book that the egg had been boiled in water with
salt and vinegar and then wrapped into a leaf and left to ferment [ 23 ]. this practice was further developed by the
americans who used it in the early 1900s [ 23 ]. the true story of balut making began during the spanish period. it
was reported that the spanish people from the 17th century had first started cooking duck eggs by boiling them in
water with salt and vinegar [ 8 ]. later on, they adapted to the method of the chinese fermented duck eggs which
was made by boiling an egg in water with salt, vinegar, and chili powder [ 8 ]. the dish was also reported to be fed
to the ill and malnourished. the spanish also reportedly ate the eggs cooked in water along with hot pepper. the
version of the dish was called “palado” or raw duck eggs [ 23 ]. from this tradition, the process of producing the
chinese fermented duck eggs were adapted and popularized in the philippines by local farmers [ 23 ]. the cooks in
pateros also modified the method and process of making the eggs by adding it to vinegar. this process was the
root of the balut making process in the philippines.
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